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hello beautiful
Hey There Fellow Junkee! 

We are so excited that you chose us! We know you have lots of options 

when it comes to beauty products and appreciate you being part of our 

tribe. 

Beauty Junkees is your online playground for all things makeup, helping 

you feel more confident by simplifying the somewhat intimidating and 

overly complex world of beauty. Inspired by real women, Beauty 

Junkees is renowned for high quality makeup tools and skin friendly 

cosmetics at a price that everyone can afford. 

Whether this is your first sample or you are one of our frequent guests, 

we want to ensure your satisfaction of every purchase you make with 

us. Our goal is to teach you how to use our tools and cosmetics, to help 

you look and feel more confident. 

Please use this guide as a starting point for how to use our products. If 

you are looking for more advanced applications, check out our website 

or YouTube to find some of the top video bloggers sharing their favorite 

Beauty Junkees techniques. 

If you have any questions for us, or just want to chat all things beauty, 

we’d love to hear from you! Connect with us via social media, email, or 

phone anytime!

With Love, 

Founder & Chief Junkee  



Dusk til Dawn Collection

FIRST SNOW

MATTE

STINGRAY GRAY

MATTE

SHITAKE STONE

MATTE PEARL

BLUE SLATE

PEARLIZED

STEP 1: With a fluffy brush (pro Tapered Blending) apply First 

Snow all over the entire eye from the lash line to the brow bone. 

This will aid in blending the rest of your shadows.

STEP 2: With a fluffy brush (pro Tapered Blending) apply 

Stingray Gray by placing the brush into the crease of the eye 

sweeping the brush back and forth and using small circular 

motions for a perfect blended finish.

STEP 3: With a shorter, denser brush (pro All Over Shader) 

apply Shitake Stone by tapping and pressing the bristles onto 

the lid in a patting motion to the entire lid, from the inner 

corner to the outer corner of the eye.

STEP 4: With a firmer but slightly fluffy brush (pro Blending) 

apply Blue Slate to the outer V of the eye, blending back and 

forth in the outer part of the crease and at the upper and lower 

lash line. If you want a stronger color payoff to the lower lash 

line, use a small tapered brush (pro Pencil) to apply additional 

product.



Recommended Eye Brushes

pro Tapered Blending

The pro Tapered Blending is designed for 

applying and blending a first color base shadow 

into the crease of the eyelid for a soft finish.

pro ALL OVER SHADER

The pro All Over Shader has dense rounded 

bristles designed to pack shadow over the entire 

eyelid for a smooth and even finish.

pro BLENDING

The pro Blending has tapered bristles designed 

for precision blending powder shadows and 

buffing harsh lines for a smoother finish. Best 

used to blend product to the lid and crease. The 

shorter bristles help you to control where you 

want the product for a more precise application.

pro PENCIL

The pro Pencil has a soft pointed bristle head 

designed for smudging liners or applying shadow 

along the top and lower lash line, creating a 

smokey effect. Also great for defining the outer V 

or the crease.



cosmetics

brow must haves

https://www.amazon.com/beautyjunkees
https://www.amazon.com/beautyjunkees


WITH US

CONNECT

beautyjunkees.com

facebook.com/beautyjunkees

pinterest.com/beautyjunkees

twitter.com/beautyjunkees

youtube.com/beautyjunkees

instagram.com/beautyjunkees

866-513-2258


